2018 Coastal Cup: Notes for Referee Schedulers and Districts
The procedures for officials at Coastal Cup games are as previous years.

Notes for Referee Schedulers
1. All games at all ages for A Cup and for B Cup are to have a Centre Referee and two Assistant Referees.
2. For (Mainland) A Cup, the Metro Select League referee scheduler assigns the Centre Referees; the home
team’s district assigns the ARs (except the finals).
3. For B Cup, the home team’s district assigns CRs and ARs for all games (except the finals).
4. Only registered referees may be appointed for games. Use of unregistered referees will result in a $200
fine to the district/club/league.
5. Referees must be a minimum of two years older than the players and must have at least two years’
experience as a Youth or higher level referee. Assistant Referees must be the same age or older than the
players and hold a Youth level referee certification or higher.
6. Centre Referees for Lower Mainland A Cup are to be paid at the field, as usual MSL procedure. All other
referees and assistants are paid as per usual district/club practice.
7. Please forward the “Notes for Referees” attached to all Centre Referees. This contains instructions
where all discipline reports/cards must be reported: “Report discipline on the BC Soccer discipline site,
https://bcsoccer.net/discipline-system Discipline must be reported by end-Sunday, without fail. When
entering discipline, code the game to “Coastal Cup” which is one of the league options.”

Recovery of Referee Fees
1. BC Soccer provides a hosting fee to cover referee fees for all games as in previous years.
2. There is no need for districts to contact BCSA with details of games or referees to claim referee fees.
After all rounds have been completed, the Coastal Cup Committee will calculate the amount due each
district based on the home game schedule and forward this for BC Soccer to issue cheques to each
district.
3. The rates used in calculating the payment will be:
 A Cup: Centre Refs: $45 for U13/14, $50 for U15/16 and $60 for U17/18. ARs receive half the CR rate.
 B Cup: Centre Refs: $40 for U13/14, $45 for U15/16 and $50 for U17/18. ARs receive half the CR rate.

Questions, Concerns
Many questions can be resolved on the Coastal Cup web-site, including Coastal Cup rules, forms and
procedures at: http://www.bccoastalcup.com/bcc-forms-rules.htm
If the information needed is not on the web-site, please contact the appropriate coordinator/scheduler:
A Cup:
Girls B Cup
Boys B Cup:

Peter Price
Gordon Quan
Fred Quan

Coastal Cup Committee

604-459-1245

peterrprice@shaw.ca
gor3don@yahoo.com
fredquan@telus.net

